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LOCOMOTIVEBUILT-UPCRANKS.

PAPER No. 204.
In selecting the subject of " Locomotive Built-up
Cranks " for a short Paper, the Author w a s not aware of
any published accounts of their use, or of any summarised
statements of their value, consequently, he hopes to bring
out in discussion what p r o s and eons can be said about
them. H e also believed the subject would be a useful
corollary to the Paper on " Solid Crank Axles " by Sir
Henry Fowler in 1924 to this Institution."
In opening such a subject, one can only give with
certainty observations on such desigtis as ha1-c been tried
by personal experience. Designs differ and of material there
is no end. I t may be that the Author's experience is SUPported or otherwise by members' results, but he will be only
too glad to see those results recorded iu the Proceedings.
I n this way iinprovenjents accrue and progress is made lor
all.
At the close of the last century locomotives, both goods
and passenger, began to assume dimeiisions which sorely
taxed the solid type of crank axle then in universal use
with two-cylinder eng-ines. T h e specifications 01 the
different railways for solid cranks were, in most cases,
probably a s exacting a s is the British Standard Spccifica-

*

See Journal Vol. XV.,No. 69, p. 130.
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tion of the present time, though the detection of growing
flaws had not, a t that time, attained the degree of minuteness with mhich me are now familiar. Nelertheless, it was
design rather than material which was the controlling
influence, and the locomoti\e designer, faced with the
menace of the broken crank axle, proceeded to e v o h e some
way out of the difficult).
In resorting to the built-up form of crank axle it was
thought that by a\ oiding the troublesome and costly forging
process identified with the manufacture of soiid cranks, that
risk of failure due to fracture would be eliminated. At
n o r s t , if the webs became loose there was the ndaitional
safety measure of the keys or plugs.
The stresses imposed upon a locomotive crank axle in
seriice are many and varied, and it is a truth to say that
most of them cannot be made the subject of a calculation.
The three stresses mhich, in the Author’s opinion, react
most unfa\ourablv upon the built-up form of crank are a s
follows :( I ) Stress caused by the bending moment due to the
weight of the engine, causing opening and shutting
of the webs or “ breathing” to occur during
elery re5oolution which the crank makes. This
breathing action will be a Tarying quantity,
according as the driping wheel is momentarily in a
depression o r striking a peak.
(2) Stress due to the tuisting moment set up by slipping
of wheels when engine is negotiating a curle.
(3) Stress due to thc bending moment produced by the
rolling o r oscillation of the engine causing the
flanges of the wheels to strike a rail, thereby imposing a bending moment on the crank, proportional to the radius of the driving wheel.
These working conditions, coupled witL the heating of
journals, account for all the failures in the form of broken,
bent and loose cranks.
The Author does not propose to deal with the question
of balancing and stress imposed on a crank axle in service,
but to content himself with dealing with a few of the problems which arise with a crank axle and which are especially
detrimental to the t j p e with which we are dealing. In
designing, one is confronted with the difficulty of obtaining
sufficient gripping surface between the component parts.
Fig. the centre to centre distance of the cylinders
in a modern locomotive is, with few exceptions, Ift. no in.,
and the frames 4ft. I&i. or 4ft. 2in. apart, so that i t will
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readily be seen that if axlebox and big-end journals have
surfaces large enough to provide for the niaximurn axle
loading and large cylinder power at present in vogue on
inside cylinder locomotives, the crank webs cannot be
thicker than 4 t h . to sin. Thus, for built-up cranks made
a t Horwich, thc thickness of thc web expressed as a per-
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centage of the diameter of the big-end journal is 56 per
cent. for all types of crank, with one exception. I n marine
and stationary engine practice this ratio is gi-\en by all
leading- authorities as from 70 to 80 per cent.
l h e shrinkage allowanLe t o be adopted, which is 3
measure of the gripping power between the webs and the
components, depends upon the tensile xalue of the material
employed for the webs, and the thickness of the material
round the hole, so that within limits the higher the tensile
xalue of the web, the greater is the permissible l a l u e of
the shrinkage allowance, the thickness of the web b e h g
regarded as a constant. I t has not been thought practicable to increase the tensile value of the web beyond 38 tons,
and again for reasons of space available, the ‘thickness of
the material round the hole must be kept within reasonable
limits, so that the gripping power once again suffers. The
shrinkage we have finally adopted a t Horwich W o r k s , a s
a result of experiment, is 1/330in. of the nominal hole
diameter, and the specifications worked to for webs and
bars are as follows:Tensile 32-38 tons.
W e b s : B.E.S.A. No. 8/24, 1921
Elongation 2 j-19%.
Tensile 35-40 tons.
Bars: B.E.S.A. No. 2/24, 1921
Elongation 25-20‘;/0.
The following brieE resum6 of the various experiments
carried out at Horwich since the inception of these cranks
in 1901 is condensed from Mr. Geo. Hughes’ paper,
“ Horwich
Loconlotives,” to the Inst. Mech. Engineers
(July,, 1 9 ~ 9 ) . A number of cranks were made having a
specification for all components of 28-32 tons tensile value
and having a shrinkage of .oogin. only. Poor mileages
were obtained from these cranks, due to the small shrinkage
employed. These cranks had rectangular k e j s r$n. x I i n .
between the axlebox journals and the outer webs and screwed
plugs I$n. diameter, screwed six threads per inch, tctween
the crank bars and the webs. In order to obtain better
s e n i c e the tensile of the webs was increased in 1903 to
32-38 tons, the shrinkage was put u p to .o14in. and the
holes in the webs slightly reduced so a s to give a greater
gripping power. These modifications had the effect of
decreasing the trouble due to looseness, but fractures started
in the corners of the key bed in the webs, so that in 1904
it \bas found necessary to increase the radius in the corners
of the key bed. This modification, however, was not satisfactory, and in 1905 the first crank was made having
screwed plug keys alone and having the shrinkage increased

t
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to .o18in. Finally, in 1910, a shrinkage of ,025in. was
decided upon,
Webs for built-up cranks are made f r o q a four-sided
ingot weighing 36 cwts. The ingot is first forged down
under an 8-ton hammer, then finished under a 5-ton into
slabs gft. long x r g i n . wide and 4311. in thickness, weighing
10 cwts.
The ingot makes t w o slabs, and each slab will
make one pair of crank webs. These slabs, after heat
treatment, are sent into the machine shop. They are first
planed on both faces and then marked off to template and
the end outside edges roughed out to shape by means of a
Handcock oxy-acetylene cutter, after which they are profile
milled a pair at a time in a Herbert No. 9 vertical milling
machine. T h e holes in the webs to receive the various
pins are chain drilled and the pieces remainrng in the centre
punched out, after which they are bored preparatory to
receiving the various components. The method of manufacturing the webs of the balanced crank in Fig. 2 is practically the same, except that they are forged approximately
to size and are not cut out of a rectangular slab. One pair
of these webs weighing approximately 18 cwts. is obtained
from one ingot.
T h e crank bars, middles and axlebox trunnions are
machined from a long bar forged from a 36 cwt. ingot
similar to the one illustrated. T h e ingot is cogged down
under the 8-ton hammer into a roin. square sectioned bloom,
after which it is finished under the 5-ton hammer into a
round bar 92in. diameter by about gft. in length.
Fig. 3 shows one of these crank bars with the numbers
of axlebox journals, crank pins and middles cut from them
-tests are taken from both ends. Note that the web seats
are purposely made larger than the crank pin bearings.

Examination and Repairs.
T h e xalve motion is stripped down and crank axles
are examined a t the running shed a t which the engine is
stationed after the completion of every 10,000miles. If
the crank is suspected of being loose it is sent into the
shops for repairs. This running shed inspection, since the
engine is not generally unwheeled, is not, however, such a
searching one a s that received when the engine comes in
for general repair. W h e n the engine comes into the shops
it is, of course, unwheeled, and the crank axle receives its
inspection along with the other components. T h e inspection is a visual one, and in some cases considerabIe skill
and judgment are required in detecting whether movement
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of a trunnion with respect to the web has occurred. in
most cases of looseness the layer of paint with which the
cranks are treated will be chipped in a circle representing
the joint made by the trunnion coming flush with the face
of the web, thus denoting that movement has occurred.

sHOW/NG T Y P E 5 h W V / / V c

8 "D?fl.A X L E S O Y

I/OURNh'L,

AND B A I R N C E ~ &&~MBRL@NCED C ~ B R /W
<E B S .

Furthermore, in nearly all cases of looseness the trunnion
mo5es slightly through the web, enabling either the sharp
corner of the web to be felt, or a narrow strip of the
trunnion seat to be seen, 'depending on whether the latter
has worked into the web or out of it. Fig. 4 illustrates
these two eventualities.
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The crank is sent for repair or renewal, according to
the number and location of the failed components.
The following rules are adhered to a t Horwich for the
repairing of built-up cranks. If, after examination, two
adjacent trunnions arc found to be loose in the web, for
example, an axlebox jouriial and its adjacent crank pin,
then the crank is simply repaired by I-e-boring tlie web and
turning two nelv trunnions. It will be seen that this only
necessitates dismantling half of the crank. If, howeyer,
two trunnions which are not adjacent are fouiid t o lie loose,
it will be seen that the dismantling of the entire 'crank is
involved, thus the crank loses its entity and is rebuilt. ?'he
webs, lion-ever, are re-bored and used again, providing the
thickness o f the material surrounding the pin is not less
than 3i11., but new sets of trunnions are provided and the
crank, to all intents and purposes, is new.
\\'hen a trunnion is renewed in an old web, the half
of the plugway is still in the latter. A hard half-round
\\-ooden peg is driyen into this half plugway and a thick
steel plate clamped over tlie top, so that the drill shall drill
the ne\v p l u g ~ ~partly
y
in the trunnion and partly in the
xveb.
ewed plugs are used, viz., I&iii., six
threads, and Iain., five threads, so that after having two
components introduced into them the plugways in the webs
are electrically welded and are thus ready for drilling out
to the smallest size again.

Procedure Adopted in Building up a Crank.
Fig. 5 slioxis the ~ a r i o u s phases through which a
crank bar passes from leaving the iorge to the finished
trunnions. During the last operation the \ arious web seats
are finished turned to size, as are a l w the crank pin journals.
The middle and axlebox journals are, howes er, left rough
and finish-tuincd 11 lien the crank is completed.
The operation of building up the crank is conducted
~ i p o n a marking-off table. The middle trunnion is first
quarter centred, the centre lines being inscribed on each
end and on the u7eb seats. The t n o inside webs, which
ha1 e b e m bored simultaneously by a T ertical machine ha\ ing
t n o fixed spindles, h a s e centre line5 inscribed on one side
only. These t n o webs are placed in the g a s fire and heated
to a temperature of 320' to 35oOC. The top web is then
lifted. and the side upon x\liich the centre'line is inscribed
being uppermost, is placed on one of the crank pins, a
clamping bar being held to this by two L-shaped bolts,
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in order to ensure the trunnion end being flush with the
face of the \$el), and the outer end of the web is supported
i n a horiLonta1 position by a bar of suitable length.
.Inother clamping plate is then bolted to t h r underside of
the n e b and the middle trunnion lifted and placed in the
n e b in such a w a j that one of its centre lines coincides
with the ccwtre line inscribed upon the u e b . This
tcrminates the first operation.
After the n e b has been allowed sufficient time to cool
and grip the tmo trunnions, the second web is n i t h d r a n n
from the gas fire, and after having had a clamp affixed,
is placed on the middle truiinion with the side h a l i n g the
centre line inscribed upon it uppermost.
T h e web is
adju5ted until its centre line coincides with the centre line
on the trunnion at right angles to the first web, and the
01 erhangiiig end of the web is suitably supported.
Another
clamping plate is then affixed to the outer end of the web
and the second crank pin placed in. The alignment of the
web and middle trunnions are again checked over in order
to ensure that no disturbance has been caused while assembling the crank pin. The whole assembly is allowed to cool
naturally until such time as the webs have obtained a good
giip of the trunnions, after which time their cooling is
assisted by means of a jet of water. Mihen cool, the
quartering of the assembly is checked over and the centre
lines on the middle trunnion transferred to the outer ends
of the crank pins. The assembly then goes away to be
drillcd and tapped for the insertion of the safety plugs.
Thcse plugs are screwed in to a depth of 4in., broken off
and dressed flLl5h \nit11 the web.
The end sections of the crank, consisting of the axlebox trunnion\ and the outside mebs, are built up separately,
a \ S ~ O T ~ IinI operation No. 3 , Fig. 5 , and plugged.
These end pieces then ha1 e their webs heated locally,
a stieam of water being directed round the crank pin
journal, in order to keep that end of the web cool, and they
are then applied t o the inside portion of the crank so that
the centre lines inscribed on the outside faces tally with
those on the faces on the ends of the crank pins, as shown
in operation No. 4, Fig. 5.

Limitations and Failures.
Turning to the forms of failure which make themselyes
manifest in this type of crank, as has been already mentioned, cases of fractured webs are rare, and the failures
are in nearlj all cases due to the trunnions working loose
in the .rcrbs and to bent cranks,
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Both the solid and built-up t j p c or crank have what
may be called their OR n characteristic forms of failure.
In Fig. 6 mill be seen an illustration of a solid crank for
use i n conjunction with Joy’s x al\ e motion, showing the
failures a t each point represented a s a percentage 01 the
total failures, excluding bent cranks.
IA‘ith the solid form of crank, the posit;on of the maximum percentage of failure is located in the neck or big-end
journals, where the greatest breathing action of the crank
occurs, aliereas in Fig. 7 , showing the eqnii alent information n i t h regard to a built-up c r a n k , n e see that fully
50 per cent. of the failures occur owing to the axlebox
trunnions working loose in the webs, which poill’ts to the
fact that the warming of axleboxes in running has a definite
part in it. The figures of perccmtage failures s h o n n are
for Horwich locomotiles only, but they tally with figures
obtained elsewhere. It is curious to note here that the
axlebox trunnion attached to the a e b of the leading crank,
in the case of Horwich the right hand, has the greatest
percentage failures.

Details of New Experimental Cranks.
T h e relatively low mileage of the built-up form of
crank and the fact that roughly 50 per cent. of the fsilures
occurred between the axlebox journal and the outside webs
caused the Author to conclude that if these two pairs of
components could be forged in one piece, a step would
be taken in the right direction and a reduction in the nuinbcr of failures would occur. Accordingly, in 1 9 2 2 , one of
these cranks was put into s e n i c e and now ha5 76,000 miles
to its credit in a non-superheater radial passenger tank
engine, without any trouble being experienced. Recently
a further attempt is being made to secure increased reliability, and the inside webs of each throw have been thickened
on the lines of marine practice.
Since eccentrics are no part of the equipment of the
Joy valve gear so generally in use on the erstwhile Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, no restriction is placed on
the thickness of the inside webs. Accordingly, two cranks
are being made having solid ends and the inside webs 6in.
thick, conforming with marine practice of 70 per cent. of
journal, thus increasing the grip on the components. These
cranks after balancing will be completed for service.

Conclusion.
The tables on Figs. 6 and 7 show in condensed form
the experience with built-up cranks as compared with solid
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AVERAGE MILEAGE OF BUILT-UP CRANKS R E N E W E D AND REPAIRED FOR T H E FIVE
Superheated
or Saturated.

Class of Engine.

Io-wheel Bogie Passenger
8-wheel Radial Tank

> 3

Standard Goods

Average
Total
Dia. of
No. of renewed and
axlebox engines fitted I epaired,
journal. per annum. 1920-1924

...

J,

Coal Engine

40

8 0 .

7,004,638

87,558

40

Superheated

811

18.8

25

4.54' ,574

181,663

26.6

79 11

26.8

24

3,096,I 35

1297005

'7.9

79"

146.2

93

'7,009,582

182,899

12.7

8"

20

20

2,378,320

I

79"

73.4

49

6,82 I ,217

139,208

13.3

79 11

127.6

72

91097,945

I 26,360

11.3

I 0.372~46
I

79,179

20

8" big-end journals

,468,187

99,293

19.8

811 big-end journals

13, I I 5,797

'08,395

23.8

...

1,

...

Saturated

...

...

Superheated

...

Saturated
...

Remarks.

8"

1.

"'

Per cent. renewed and
Average. repaired
mileage. per annum.

Saturated

17

,,

Total
mileage.

YEARS 1920-1924 INCLUSIVE.

Superheated

8911 & 8"

131.4

131

Saturated

8411 & 811

45.4

45

79"

) >

I 1

l . \ l ~ l , l ,' r l l
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cranks in similar cngiiies having two inside cylinders-all
Joy’s valve gear. The field lor the usually accepted form
of built-up crank i n these types is where cylinders exceed
I$n. diameter; their mileage though low is better than can
be got out of solid cranks, and they will d o better if the
loosening trouble a t the axlebox journal can be overcome.
F o r this reason a built-up crank is probably best suited for
use in three-cylinder locomotives, the central crank webs
being remote from the axleboxes.
With two inside cylinders of less than 19in. diameter,
the solid crank is undoubtedly the superior. I t is lighter,
costs less to maintain, and avoids the chances of corning
loose with consequent less service, and is not such a trouble
t o the repair shop at headquarters. Against this must be
put the greater tendency to develop flaws in solid than in
built-up cranks.
MILEAGE OF SO1,ID CRANKS.
Cylinders.

Non-Superheater Engines.

10-wheeled bogie
... 7‘ 3’’ dia.
passenger
8-wheeled radial
tank ...
... 5’ 8” ,)
Standard goods
(0-6-0)...
... 5’ I ” ,,
Coal engine
... 4‘ 6” 1 ,

4-4-0 passenger ... 0’ 0’’
4-44
9 ,
... 7’ 3”

,,
,,

‘I’ABLE TCI

Crank
mileage.

(41,248
19” {58,000

No. of cranks
recorded.

69 76” dia.
5 8’’ ,,

18’’ 249,329

505

18” 230,300
(58,735

546

20’’

149,866
18” 307,000
18” 200,000
PIC. 7 .

47
4
65
I60

74’’

9 ,

8”

1 ,

DISCUSSION.
Mr. J. W. Smith (L. & N.E.R., Gorton): A Paper of
this kind entails a lot of work which is not shown u p in the
Paper. I t is difficult to obtain the information, and requires
much time and consideration before one can arrive at anything to put in the fornt which hlr. Shawcross has done.
I propose to deal with the diagram, Fig. 7, which the
Author has put in front of us. I have not had very much
experience of built-up crank axles, but hfr. Shawcross has
told u s that one of the troubles in connection with these
cranks is obtaining sufficient width of hold of the webs
on the pins. I think this is tieinonstrated clearly by the
fact that practically all the Iailures occur i n thcse built-up
axles by the trunnions and the various webs becoming loose.
The Author shows that the majority of the failures take
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place a t I ‘ H ” and “ A , ” n o doubt due to hot boxes causing
expansion and contraction wlsch finally loosens the webs
on the pins. This would be improved, as the Author thinks,
if marine practice could be followed more closely, and I
venture to say this is true from the fact that locomotive
wheels are mainly held on the axle fits by friction, and it is
a rare occurrence for a wheel to become loose. I t is difficult to see how, with the distance between the frames of
only 4ft. I i n . or qft. zin., the marine proportions could be
obtained in the case of locomotive crank axles. The method
of making a portion of the axle, which forms the axlebox
journal and web, in one piece, to my mind is a step in the
right direction.
I would like to Ssk the Author a question, and that is,
as the greatest number of failures take place a t “ H ” and
“ A ”
whether he finds this is due to the fact that they
have a larger percentage of hot boxes as compared with
hot big-ends; and if the proportion of heatings are equal,
why should the failures at “ H ” and “ A ” be greater than
elsewhere ?
As already stated, in the case of built-up axles, there
is a larger percentage of failures a t ‘( H ” and ‘ I A ” than
at < I G , ? >6 < F , ”
C ) I and B,” while at “ D ” and E ”
they are greater than at ‘‘ C ” and ‘‘ F.” Can Mr. Shawcross assign any reason for this; further, did he find that
the number of cases of heating of the main journals was
greater than of the big-end journals ?
The axles that the Author has been speaking about are
those mainly fitted to engines having Joy’s valve gear.
Those who heard Sir Henry Fowler’s paper will remember
that this avoids keyways for eccentric tumblers, which
keyways in solid axles give rise to a number of failures at
< I H
and F . l >
61

> ?

( (

( G

Mr. E. M . Gass (L.M. & S.R., Horwich): Mr.
Shawcross points out in his excellent Paper that the built-up
crank was introduced on the old 1,. & Y.R. system about
the year 1899.
Up to that time the solid crank had given good service,
the average life being between 250,000 and 260,000 miles,
and in some cases even 500,000 miles was attained.
In conjunction with these cranks the cylinders were
never greater than 18in. diameter, and the boiler pressure
I6olbs. per sq. in., giving a piston thrust of a little over
18 tons.
In the year just mentioned, Mr. (now Sir) John A. F.
Aspinall put in service a number of 4-4-2 passenger engines.
These engines had cylinders rgin, diameter and a boiler
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pressure of 180lbs. per sq. in., the piston thrust being close
on 23 tons. Trouble then began mith the solid crank, and
so the built-up type 1% as introduced.
As the axle load on the rails of these engines was not
greater than that of the prelious engines built, it would
appear that the trouble was entirely due to the combincd
bending and torsional stress action caused by the increased
piston thrust.
T h e Author remarks that one of the chief troubles of
the built-up crank is the short bearing surface of the webs,
which cannot be made more than 43in. to jin., giving a
ratio of 56 per cent. of the connecting rod journal diameter.
This may be so in the case of engines equipped with the
" Stephenson " valve gear, as a certain distance between
the inside crank n e b s is required for the four eccentrics,
but in the case of engines fitted with the " Joy " gear
there is n o limit to the width in respect to the inside webs,
and by dishing the wheels the outside webs could also be
made a t least 5iin. wide, giving a ratio of 70 per cent.,
which nearly approaches marine practice.
In connection with built-up cranks, some years a g o
a device known as the " Fremont '' system, which created
a good deal of interest at the time, was introduced in
France. A portion of the metal between the axlebox and
connecting rod journals was cut away throughout the
thickness of each web, someuhat in the form of the figure
" 8,"
in order to avoid the formation of cracks. The idea
of the arrangement was to distribute over the largest possible amount of metal the dynamic effects, by making the
webs more elastic for shock absorption.
A number of cranks with slotted n e b s and others with
solid webs were put into serxice in engines of the same
class. I n some cases the former ran oxcr 110,000 milcs
without showing signs of flaws, whereas the latter show-etl
cracks a t 62,000 miles.
The Author i n the table of mileage shows that somc
of the (old) L. & V. Railway built-up cranks reached :I
mileage of 183,000. I should like to ask how many times
one of these cranks became loose during the period mentioned, and how many of the parts were replaced.
Will the Author please state n h a t is the maximum
miles a built-up crank has run bcfore showing signs 01
loosening? Further, I think this valued Paper would be
enhanced if some figures were gixen i n regard to the cost
of manufacture and maintenance of solid and built-up
cr anlt s.
The Chairman (hlr. TY. R m l a n d , L. & N.E.R.,
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Gorton) : W h e n we come to the actual stresses in a built-up
locomotive crank axle, mathematical analysis does not carry
us very far, and we are left with little but experience t o
guide us in design.
The Author has mentioned three forces acting on a
crank axle, but has said nothing about the greatest of all,
those due to the steam load on the piston and the thrust
and pull of the coupling rod.
In comparison with these the bending moment due to
spring load is so small as to be negligible. T h e twisting
moment due to wheel slip is limited t o the moment that will
cause one wheel to slip, whereas that clue to the steam load
may cause slip a t every coupled lvheel oi the engine. The
lateral flange pressure is a \ ery indeterminate quanti_ty.
The diagram shows the maximum bending moment
due to steam pressure in a four-wheel coupled engine with
zoin. cylinders v o r k i n g a t 180 lbs. pressure. The spring
load is about 75 tons and the maximum load on each piston
is 25 tons. W h e n working in full gear the full piston load
on the two crankpins occurs when both cranks are at 45
degrees with the centre line of the engine, and this gives
a maximum bending moment of o ~ e r260 inch-tons on the
axle between the centre lines of the two crankpin journals.
This moment is far greater than that due to spring load,
which only amounts to about 50 inch-tons. T h e resultant
maximum bending moment is only 2 per cent. higher than
that due to the steam pressure. There is also the bending
moment due to the coupling rod load, which in the engine
under notice has a maximum value a t the centre of the
axlebox journal of about 417 inch-tons. This amount has
to be deducted from that due to piston load, and therefore
tends to increase the stress at the junction of the axlebox
trunnion and outer crank web and to reduce that a t the
junction of the crankpin and inner crank ueb. Coupling rod
bending moment is obviously more serious as the number
of coupled wheels is increased. There is also the twisting
moment to be considered, and this again is more important
with many coupled wheels, a s only one coupling rod is in
action a t once. The various moments are shown on the
diagram. It will be seen that the failures of solid axles
occur mainly a t E and I, where the piston load bending
moment is at a maximum, whereas in the built-up axles
there are only a few failures a t their corresponding points,
F and C. On the other hand, in the solid axle there are
hardly any failures at B and L, whereas in the built-up
axle failures, 56 per cent. of the failures occur a t A and H
and 25 per cent. a t D and El leaving very few for the
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craiikpin kits in the Iveb. A s greatest twisting momenis
occur at A and E l , it would seem that the built-up axle
tends to fail under torsional rather than bending loads,
whereas the solid axle fails under bending rather than
torsion. Certainly hot asleboxes cannot influence the
failures a t the junction of the middle of the built-up axle
with the webs. In neither case does the coupling rod
bending moment seem to have much effect, perhaps because
during most of the time an engine is in motion the driving
wheels are absorbing a large proportion of the total power.
Hal-ing regard to the locations of maximum liability
to’ failure in the tJvo kinds o’f axle, 1 consider the Author’s
suggestio’n to make the outer webs solid with the axlebox
trunnions is a very good one, and I expect that an axle
0.f this kind should give a very useful life.
W i t h regard to the design of a normal type of built-up
crank axle, there is little if any chance of improvement.
Practically nothing is t o be gained by any further increase
in the depth of metal in the eyes of the webs, a s the stress
in the outer skin of the eyc falls off very rapidly as the
thickness of metal is increased.
RZaking the webs thicker would assist, but there is
no room to do this. Possibly increasing the thickness of
the inner webs might assist to reduce the 2 5 per cent. of
failures a t D and 11: in the built-up axle, but when there
are eccentrics this is not possible, though it might be in
the Horwich engines, which have “ Jory’s. ” motion. This
course might, however, increase the liability to failure at
thc crankpin eyes.
Possibly the bending nionient due to flange pressure
may have something to do with the frequency of failures
at A and H in the built-up axle; in that case they should
be more common in the 4-6-0 engines than in the others.
The Horwich mileage for both solid and built-up axles
seems to be decidedly low in comparison with that obtained
on some other railways, and it would suggest that the axles
a r e light for the work they have t o do.
I should like to ask the Author whether he has had
any experience of solid crank axles in which the highlystressed material in the web between the crankpin and
axlebox .trunnion is cut out so a s to allow the stress to
distrib.ute itself more evcnly over the rest of the web. Up
t o now I do not know of any British locomotive engineer
who has had the courage t o try to strengthen a crank axle
by cutting material away, but the idea is sound, a s such
axles are quite common on the Continent. I see no reason
why solid axles with surface flaws in the journal necks
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near the webs should not have the highly-stressed p a r t s of
the web cut away and be put to work again.
After all, a built-up axle has what amounts to a continuous flaw round e\ery eye of the web, though of course
in this case we know that the flaw mill not spread further
and that the morst that can happen is a gradual loosening
of the grip of the eye on the shalt or crankpin.
Mr. H. D. Atkinson (L.hl. i% S.R., Manchester): I
think from a running shed point of view the question of
the built-up crank axle should not be turned down as yet.
I h a \ e seen a number of these crank axles where the crank
webs haxe worked loose. I think that the class of engines
concerned arc over-cj lindered, and that the journal area is
too small, causing excessike wear on the driving boxes
and side rod bushes, and that these factors result in the
webs working loose. To mininiise the wear in the axleboxes mechanical lubrication is essential, and I consider
the classes of engines referred to should bc dealt with
from that standpoint. I should like to ask Mr. Shawcross
clhether he finds that the webs become loose on one side
ot the engines more than the other. Rlr. Smith aslied
whether there were more hot boxes as against big ends.
F r o m m j experience I think the former exceeds the latter
in the class I refer to. On four-cylinder compound coal
engines it is xery rare to h a l e either a hot box or loose
inside crank web, and I Llould like to ask the lluthor whether
he has ltno\%n of any cases. I would also like to know
whether it would be practicable to slot a flat on a portion
of the trunnion \\here It fits into the crank web in addition
to the screw to pre\ent any circular shear action, the web
being slotted similarly.
&Ire Ernest F. Lang (Gorton Foundry) : I would very
much like t o add my ,?ppreciation to that already expressed
n i t h regard to the excellent Paper we haxe just listened to,
and to refer to onc or two of the matters mentioned therein.
\Vith regard to n hat is termed the breathing action
of the web, there is a different effect in the built-up crank
to that in the solid one. In the latter case the effect of
the breathing acts throughout the whole body of the crank,
\%.hereas in the built-up structure the breathing effect would
he interfered with by the fact that the crank is composed
of separate units, thus producing a different action of the
stresses. These would tend to loosen the parts rather than
to produce fractures, as in the case of solid forging, and
I take it that this is the reason why, in the diagram before
us, there are no fractures recorded in the case of built-up
cranks, whereas there are some in the case of the solid
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ones. W i t h regard to this diagram, it would have made
comparison ot the performances of the two types easier if
the same lettering had been allocated to similar positions.
I have been interested in the question of the shrinkage
allowances. I do not know whether the practicability of
building up a crank by cold force fits, a s in the case of
\\heels to axles, has been tried, or how the stresses in
such a case would compare with those in the case of c r a n k s
built up according to the practice described. I n any event,
the allowance of 25-thousandths strikes me as being t o o
large.
T h e customary allowance for carbon steel axles i s
16-thousandths for the cold-lorcetl fit to the wheel. In the
old days of wrought-iron axles, ro-thousandths was found
to give the best results. According to Horwich practice
i n the construction under review, the allowance has been
increased from 9-thousandths to 2 j-thousandths, but I would
have thought, even with the strength of the steels used,
that with so much increase over a n anowance from 16- t o
18-thousandths the metal surfaces would be stressed be] oncl
their elastic limit. I t is, i n lact, possible t o have more
looseness trouble 1% itli large than with small shrinkage
allon ances.
I might here mention that surfaces for cold-force fitting
should not be ground, even should this be the cheapest way
of finishing them, as the pressure readings can under these
circumstances be entirely misleading.

Mr. 9. H . Haigh (L.hf. & S.R., Horn-ich) : I have read
the Paper g k e n by hlr. Shawcross with particular interest
because I had the good fortune to assist in making some
of the early experiments on built-up cranks. I agree with
Mr. Roivland that the effect of steam pressure on the piston
is one of the great stress producers in cranks, and it is
probably well over double that due to the weight of the
engine. The next stress in order of magnitude is most
likely that due to flange pressure, but in extreme cases,
where a rapidly moving engine strikes a sharp curvc o r set
of points slightly out ot adjustment, this stress may be
the greatest of any.
Solid crank mileages given in the first table show
clearly that the diameter of wheel, which determines thc
leverage from flange pressure, has more effect than cylinder
diameter on the life of a crank, because the cranks of heavy
coal engines with aoin. cylinders and qft. 6in. wheels run
longer than those of the lighter ten-wheeled bogie passenger
engines with 7ft. 3in. wheels and only 19iti. cylinders.
This statement is confirmed for built-up cranks also
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by comparison of the first with the second and last cases
quoted, where the large wheel and small cylinder is less
satisfactory than the small wheel and large cylinder.
The question of proper shrinkage allowance is of very
great importance, and I contend that the figure of 11330
of pin diameter is too great. Assuming that one-half the
deformation produced after shrinkage of a 3in. thick web
o n an S i pin to be taken up by the extension of the web,
a simple calculation shows that a tensile stress of at least
23 tons per squase inch is produced a t the surface in
contact with the pin, whilst about 1 1 4 tons per square inch
obtains a t the outer surface. Now a stress of 23 tons per
square inch i s well above the elastic limit of the steel used
i n normal condition and' closely approaches the limit for
oil-quenched steel, and probably all webs shrunk in
accordance with the practice indicated are permanently
deformed.
If such stresses are in truth produced, I would like
t~ ask the Author of what value can keys or screwed pins
be u hich break the continuity of section and naturally lead
to a great concentration of stress a t the weakest part of a
web, i.e., the key seat or plughole. I suggest that a web
Ateel of higher tensile strength, oil-quenched and with much
reduced shrinkage be tried, and the cranks built without
keys or plugs.
One question I wish to ask the Author is whether, after
reboring a web and giving the same shrinkage as before
on a new pin, the life of the crank is affected adversely.
Engines of different powers all fitted with standard
cranks have in the past increased the locomotive engineer's
troubles, but it now appears that an attempt is being made
t o break away, and we can safely prophesy beneficial
results.
Mr. Morris: From a running shed point of view I was
perturbed to learn that such a large percentage of failures
of built-up cranks should be attributed to hot boxes. I
think that perhaps the percentage may have been overestimated. With regard to the weak points on the axle,
I think the points that Mr. Shawcross mentioned are the
points where the most stress might be expected to take
place from the point of biew of the bending moments, as
has previously been stated ; but I think it is more a question
of torque. The junction between the outside cranks and
t h e wheel trunnions is the point where most torque would
be felt, a s this is where the power is transmitted from the
big end journals to the wheels, and consequently one would
expect that to be the point where most of the looseness
conies about. The same thing applies to the centre
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section, which really forms a sort of balance between the
t w o cylinders, but the strain on that section would not be
s o great as the stress between the outer sections and the
wheels. I think we may expect to find the axles, mentionPd
in the Paper, with solid outer sections, will give satisfaction
even after the further experiments have been carried out,
but this is hardly an argument in favour of the built-up
,crank. With regard to the centre section, I consider that
motor-car practice might be adopted to d o away with the
c r a n k centre section, by substituting an oblique straight
rectangular section connecting the inner ends of the two
b i g end journal pins.
Mr. G . F. White: A statement is made that the righthand crank failures are more frequent than the left. I
should like t o ask the Author if he has any record of more
hot boxes on the right-hand side than the left, as my
experience has been that the right side of the engine has
more hot bearings.
Mr. J. H. Willans: Thc Author mentions 38 tons as a
maximum value for the tensile strength of built-up cranks.
T h e specification used a t Swindon requires an ultimate
tensile strength of 45 to j o tons per sq. in., with an
elongation of 16 to 1 3 per cent. on three inches. There is
a bend test for a bar gin. long by lain. square, bent cold
round 2frin. diameter till the ends are parallel. The
revolving fatigue test h a s a test piece 3in. long .by +in.
diameter with a waist cut in the middle $in. wide and
-399in. in diameter. The machine has a weight hung 7in.
from the centre of the waist, which produces a fibre stress
of 27 tons per sq. in. The test piece must stand 10,000
revolutions.
T h e forgings of the 11-ebs are made from the lower
two-thirds of the ingots, and are normalised and not oiltreated. Four webs are made from one ingot side by side,
forged to within 3/16in. of the finished sizes.
T h e holes in the webs are trepanned out, leaving 3/16in.
for finishing. The finished sizes of the holes are .ozin.
small for 8ain. and gin. diameter pins to allow for shrinking.
There are sixteen dowel pins in the crank axle-two
in each pinhole. T h e dowels are Iain. diameter, screwed
eleven threads per inch, and are $in. shorter than the
thickness of the webs.
T h e diameter of the centre part of the axle is less
than the other parts, and the inner webs are thicker than
t h e outer ones. There is an even thickness of metal round
the pins as far as possible, making the balancing parts
fan-shaped.
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The Author: W i t h reference to Mr. Smith's remarks
a5 to the high percentage of failures recorded at positions
H and A on the built-up crank diagram, members will be
surprised to learn that instead of the axlebox failures being
larger than the big ends a s one might expect, the reverse
is the case, the r a t i o being appro.ximately h e t o one,
showing that though the hot box probably has some bearing
011 the crank failures, yet not probably as much as would
appear 011 first sight. I n the Author's opinion, the explanation of the fact that the cranks fail more a t D and E than
at C and F or B and G will probably be due to the fact
that the twisting movement a t D and li: is greatly in excess
of that at C and F or B and G, though not nearly so g r e a t
as that at A and H.
As the Author has pointed out, thc hot axlebox will
undoubtedly influence the number ol failures a t A and H ,
and it is unfortunate that this position is also the one in
which the !maximum twisting mo\-ement of the c r a n k
occurs.
Klr. Gass blames excessive piston thrust for the poor
life of solid cranks obtained when fitted to 4-4-2 engines,
but evidence to prove that the performance o f built-up
cranks leaves a good deal otm be desired is shown on the
mileage sheet a t the end of the Paper. T h e low average
mileage obtained by cranks on this engine cannot b'e due
to piston thrust, as the cranks o'f engines working a t equal
pressure and having a considerably larger diameter cylinder
perform a much longer mileage.
I t is suggested that in the case of a n engine with a
large wheel the stress due to intermittent flange pressure
plays thc greatest part in the destruction of a crank. T h e
figure of 181,000 given 011 the mileage chart indicates t h e
average mileage run b?,this form of crank prior to having
;I repair for looseness, a n d as indicated in the Paper, t h e
new components introduced into the crank during repair
n.ould be a new axlebox trunnion, new big end crank bar,
or bo'th these components. 'I'h: maximum number of miles
run by a Horwich built-up crank before a repair became
necessary is 245,000.
The stress t o which Mr. Rowland alludes, namely,
that due t o steam load on the pistons and thrust and pulI
on the coupling rosds, is not mentioned in the Paper, a s in
the Author's experience its effect is not so deleterious to
the life of the axle as that due to, any of the causes mentioned. The stresses mentioned in the Paper were not
intended to cover the whole range t o which a built-up crank
axle might be subject, b'ut tho,se which react most unfavour-
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ably on the axle. T h e stress due to the load on the pistons
i s the greatest, but it is the one which the axle is primarily
designed t o withstand. I t is suggested that Mr. Rowland
underrates the effect set up in a crank by intermittent flange
pressure, especially on a bad road with an engine having
large diameter driving wheels. I t will be seen on the statement showing crank mileages a t the end of the Paper what
a n adverse effect this stress set up by flange pressure has.
T h e crank with the ten-wheeled bogie passenger engine
having a 7ft. gin. driving wheel gives an average life of
only 87?558 miles, while the following case, namely, the
‘crank with the superheater radial tank engine with a driving
wheel of only gft. 8in. diameter, but with larger cylinders
and similar boiler pressure, gives 181,663 miles.
As to Mr. Rowland’s query concerning the solid crank
having the centre of the web between the crankpin and the
axlebox trunnion cut away, the Author has not had experience of this type of crank, but has heard good accounts of
its performance on the Continent.
U’ith regard to Mr. Atkinson’s remarks, the table
indicating the percentage failures a t various parts of a
built-up crank shows that more failures occur between the
outer web and trunnion on the right-hand side of the engine
than between similar components on the left-hand side.
I t should’ be remembered in this connection that the righthand crank “ leads ” in Horwich-built engines. T h e fact
that the greater percentage of failure 04 these components
occurs on the leading crank is confirmed by a percentage
failure diagram from another railway works in this case,
having the left-hand crank leading.
A s t o the milling of a flat on the trunnion, if it is
intended that this flat should register with a flat in the web
itself, the disadvantage would be that the web could not
b e bored out, as the hole would n o longer be round, but
would require to be slotted out. The accuracy of even the
best slotting machine t o produce the required limits on the
hole would be questionable. If, on the other hand, it is
intended to use a rectangular key, the difficulty of flaws in
the web originating from the corners of the key-bed presents
itself.
Mr. Lang suggests the practicability of building up a
c r a n k by cold-force fits ; the Author has no definite information t o offer on this point. At first glance it appears, however, that the amount of metal in the web when compared
with a wheel centre, Le., the small thickness and small
amount round the pin, would make this a difficult operation.
W i t h regard t o the shrinkage allowance, the figure of
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0.025in. was the outcome of much trial. In the early days
of built-up cranks a t Horwich a number of tests were made
with a view t o obtaining the tensile limits of the web of
a built-up crank.
U-ebs lvere first prepared having a
shrinkage of .016in., and after removal it was ascertained
that this allowance produced a stress which was well within
the elastic li'mit of the web. This was followed by another
test in which shrinkage allowances of the order of 0.03in.
and 0.04in. were provided .for after shrinking had taken
place. The pins were pressed out of the webs and t h e
average pressure required to press out the crankpins was
found to be 318 and 298 tons respectively, showing that in
the former case the elastic limit of the webs has been
exceeded. The data produced in the different tests pointed
t i the fact that the bcst allom-ance for shrinkage was
0.025in.
Mr. Haigh raises the point of the questionable value of
keys or screwed plugs in cranks. There are two ways of
looking a t this question. The Author is prepared to g r a n t
that the introduction of these media destroys the continuity
O F the section. The high value of such a key in shear is,
however, an important factor, a s in the epent of loosening
oi the web with respect to the trunnion, the key maintains
the components in the relative positions until such time a s
the loosening is detected. This is a valuable asset, as the
Author has never yet met with a case of a key or screwed
plug being sheared.
The Author would not care to lcave out the keys from
a crank without providing an alternative method of securing
the components, such a s electric welding round the joint
found between the end of the bar and the outer face of
the web. No adverse effect has been noticed of the life of
a crank due to using webs which h a l e been rebored, and
t h e minimum thickness of gin. of metal round the holes is
considered ample.
With regard t o hrr. White's query respecting the
heating of driving axleboxes, it is found that as f a r a s
the " B " Section of the L.M. & S.R. is concerned, the
number of hot boxes on the right-hand journal greatly
outnumbers those on the left-hand. On all the former
Lancashire & Yorkshirc Railway engines the right-hand
crank is in advance, and as the diagram shows, most
failures are experienced on this side. On another Section
of the Company, whose engines have the left-hand cranks
leading, the reverse is the case. There is no apparent
reason for this a s far as the Author can see.
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